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Abstract
Court decisions and court documents are becoming easier to access online than ever before. This
access provides many possible benefits, including increased fairness. But court decisions and
documents often contain intensely personal information. Public exposure of that private
information may even lead to significant harm. The Federal Court of Canada has demonstrated
leadership among Canadian courts in attempting to proactively grapple with these issues, including
by consulting stakeholders about increased electronic access to court records.
We—researchers connected with the Refugee Law Lab based out of York University’s Centre for
Refugee Studies and Osgoode Hall Law School—write this paper to participate in the Federal
Court’s consultation. To date, consultations have highlighted immigration and refugee proceedings
as one area of particular concern for privacy risks. Some are even calling for restricted access that
could compromise the open court principle and systemic fairness. This article suggests the Federal
Court could enhance privacy interests in immigration and refugee proceedings without
compromising the open court principle. It suggests that any measures taken to protect privacy
should be crafted to avoid amplifying unfairness in access to legal materials. The Federal Court
must avoid creating access regimes that asymmetrically block research and technological
development that could advance the interests of refugees and other displaced people.
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Introduction
Court decisions and court documents are becoming easier to access online than ever before.1
Corporations,2 lawyers,3 judges,4 law students,5 legal scholars,6 political scientists,7 and even some
unrepresented parties8 have already benefited from this access. Many more benefits are possible,
including increased transparency, accountability, efficiency, and access to justice. 9 To pursue
these benefits, researchers, legal publishing companies, governments, data scientists, tech startups, and other stakeholders are increasingly attempting to leverage bulk access to court decisions,
court documents, and court data.10

1
In contrast the United States, however, bulk access to decisions is far more limited (see Wolfgang Alschner, “AI
and Legal Analytics” in Florian Martin-Bariteau & Teresa Scassa, eds, Artificial Intelligence and the Law in Canada
(Toronto: LexisNexis Canada, 2021); Addison Cameron-Huff, “Why Google Can’t Build A Case Law Search
Engine in Canada” (11 February 2014), online: <https://www.cameronhuff.com/blog/ontario-case-law-private/>).
And, in many cases, neither individual nor bulk access to either paper or electronic court records is available (see
Anne A Ko, “A Legal Analysis of the Access to Court Record Policies of the Provincial and Territorial Courts of the
Common Law Jurisdiction of Canada and Public Accessibility” (LLM Thesis, University of Toronto, 2016).
2
Loom Analytics, online: <https://www.loomanalytics.com/>; “Westlaw Edge Canada Coming Soon” (8 July
2021), online: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Wpfg4XPxG0>; LexisNexis, “What is Legal Analytics”,
online: <https://www.lexisnexis.ca/sites/en-ca/sl/2020-03/what-is-legal-analytics.page>; Blue J, “Build better
answers”, online: <https://www.bluej.com/ca>; Alexsei, “Legal Memos. On Demand”, online:
<https://www.alexsei.com>.
3
Lawyers already used many of the tools included in the previous footnote. And lawyers are also creating their own
tools (see, e.g., Lenczner Slaght, “Data-Driven Decisions”, online: <https://www.litigate.com/data-drivendecisions>.
4
Some courts may use these materials to derive benefits and insights for their court and judges. But judges and
courts also benefit from scholarship about their decision-making that relies on court decisions and court documents
(see, e.g., Nicholas Keung, “Getting refugee decisions appealed in court ‘the luck of the draw,’ study shows” (21
September 2018) The Toronto Star, online: <https://www.thestar.com/news/immigration/2018/09/21/gettingrefugee-decisions-appealed-in-court-the-luck-of-the-draw-study-shows.html>.
5
Some law schools are attempting to use court decisions and court documents to gain better understandings of
Canada’s legal system (see, e.g., Data Science for Lawyers, “About”, online:
<https://www.datascienceforlawyers.org/about/>; Queen’s University, “Conflict Analytics Lab”, online:
<https://conflictanalytics.queenslaw.ca>; Laboratoire de Cyberjustice, “The Laboratory”, online:
<https://www.cyberjustice.ca/en/laboratoire/presentation/>.
6
See, e.g., Michael Trebilcock & Albert H Yoon, “Equality before the Law? Evaluating Criminal Case Outcomes in
Canada” (2016) 53 Osgoode Hall Law Journal 587; Sean Rehaag, Judicial Review of Refugee Determinations: The
Luck of the Draw? (2012) 38:1 Queen's LJ 1.
7
Peter McCormick, “Structures of Judgment: How the Modern Supreme Court of Canada Organizes Its Reasons”
(2009) 32 Dalhousie LJ 35.
8
See, e.g., NSRLP, “Welcome to the NSRLP!”, online: <https://representingyourselfcanada.com>.
9
See, e.g., Jena McGill & Amy Salyzyn, "Judging by the Numbers: Judicial Analytics, the Justice System and its
Stakeholders" (2021) 44:1 Dal LJ 249.
10
Canadian Judicial Council, “Guidelines for Canadian Courts: Management of Requests for Bulk Access to Court
Information by Commercial Entities” (April 2021) Canadian Judicial Council, online: <https://cjcccm.ca/sites/default/files/documents/2021/Bulk%20Access%20to%20Court%20Info%20-%20Guidelines%20202012_EN%20Final%20-%20One%20PDF.pdf>.
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At the same time, the increasing accessibility of court decisions and documents has prompted
pushback due to concerns about privacy—pushback that sometimes includes skepticism about the
open court principle as a foundational norm.11 Court decisions and documents often contain
intensely personal information, and sometimes public exposure of that information may lead to
significant harm.12 Many concerns about the sensitivity of court decisions and documents arise
regardless of whether access occurs online or in-person. Other concerns are specific to online
information. And some concerns are limited to scenarios where online information is accumulated
in bulk. Careful attention needs to be paid to privacy issues when thinking about the open court
principle and how it applies to electronic access to court decisions and documents.
To date, governments have provided little legislative guidance about how to best address these
privacy issues.13 So courts and the Canadian Judicial Council have largely been left on their own
to develop strategies to satisfy the open court principle and privacy protections in the face of
rapidly changing technologies.14
The Federal Court has demonstrated leadership among Canadian courts in attempting to
proactively grapple with these issues. Its most recent Strategic Plan identifies leveraging
technology to become “a more accessible digital court” as a key priority.15 In pursuing that priority,
the Court is consulting stakeholders about increased electronic access to court records.16 One area
of particular concern that has arisen in those consultations is privacy in immigration and refugee
proceedings.17

11

For some examples of pushback to electronic access in Canada and the U.S., see, e.g., Jane Bailey & Jacquelyn
Burkell, “Revisiting the Open Court Principle in an Era of Online Publication: Questioning Presumptive Public
Access to Parties' and Witnesses' Personal Information” (2016) 48:1 Ottawa L Rev 143; Karen Eltis, “The Judicial
System in the Digital Age: Revisiting the Relationship Between Privacy and Accessibility in the Cyber Context”
(2011) 56:2 McGill LJ 289; Karen Eltis, Courts, Litigants and the Digital Age, 2d ed (Toronto: Irwin Law Inc,
2016); Woodrow Hartzog, “The Public Information Fallacy” (2019) 99 Boston University Law Review 459;
Laura W Morgan, "Preserving Practical Obscurity in Divorce Records in the Age of E-Filing and Online Access"
(2019) 31:2 J Am Acad Matrimonial Law 405.
12
See, e.g., Jacquelyn Burkell & Jane Bailey, "Equality at Stake: Connecting the Privacy/ Vulnerability Cycle to the
Debate about Publicly Accessible Online Court Records" (2018) 4 Can J Comp & Contemp L 67.
13
Such legislation is likely possible. Indeed, Parliament has addressed such issues in youth proceedings (see Youth
Criminal Justice Act (SC 2002, c 1) s. 110 (1).
14
Supra note 10.
15
Federal Court, “Federal Court Strategic Plan: 2020-2025”, online: https://www.fctcf.gc.ca/content/assets/pdf/base/2020-07-15%20Strategic%20Plan%202020-2025.pdf>
16
Ibid at 10-16.
17
Ibid at 15.
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We write this paper to participate in that consultation. We are researchers connected with the
Refugee Law Laboratory (RLL). The RLL, which is based at York University’s Centre for Refugee
Studies and Osgoode Hall Law School, is a laboratory devoted to research and advocacy related
to new legal technologies and their impact on refugees, other displaced communities, and people
on the move. The RLL does three main things: develop datasets and legal analytics that enhance
transparency in refugee law processes; produce legal technology that advances the interests of
refugees and other displaced people; and critically examine government and private actor use of
new legal technologies in the migration field. The RLL is committed to social justice, to
interdisciplinarity, to evidence-informed policy, and to ensuring that the data, research, and
technologies it produces are freely accessible to the public. The RLL also strives to work from a
community-based perspective by foregrounding the lived experiences of people on the move and
their interactions with technology.
This paper argues that the Federal Court could enhance privacy interests in immigration and
refugee proceedings without compromising the open court principle. Any measures taken to
protect privacy should be crafted to avoid amplifying unfairness in access to legal materials. The
Court must avoid creating access regimes that asymmetrically block research and technological
development that could advance refugees and other displaced people’s interests.
Open court principles should not trump privacy principles. This point is always true. But it is
particularly important in the immigration and refugee law setting where privacy issues are
especially acute for a group of litigants who are already marginalized. But at the same time, privacy
should not trump open court principles. Again, this point is always true. And it is particularly
important in the immigration and refugee law setting because of multiple factors: serious
imbalances of power and resources between government and non-citizens; unequal access to new
legal technologies and the data needed to build those technologies by the legal representatives of
the government and non-citizens; non-transparent (and all too often arbitrary) high-stakes legal
decision-making processes; and highly constrained procedural protections.
Instead of pursuing policies that only advance the open court principle or privacy, we advocate
paths forward that have the potential to maximize privacy, fairness, and openness. New
technologies, more deliberate processes, and more equal access to court documents can
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simultaneously promote privacy, respect the open court principle, and improve the fairness of court
processes involving non-citizens.
This paper proceeds as follows: Part 1 addresses the Federal Court’s Strategic Plan and
Consultation, including calls to limit electronic access and to keep in place practical obscurity
mechanisms. Part 2 discusses why it is time to realize the open court principle more fully. Part 3
discusses why practical obscurity and practical friction (i.e., relying on obscure or impractical
access to court records to protect privacy) were never good solutions for privacy protection. Part
4 discusses opportunities and challenges in using technology to improve privacy protections and
open courts. Part 5 addresses concerns about immigration and refugee court records, judicial
decisions, and necessary information for adjudicating such disputes. Part 6 lays out our concluding
recommendations for what the Federal Court should do for historic and future court records and
judicial decisions.
1. The Federal Court’s Strategic Plan and Consultations
As it does every five years, the Federal Court released its new strategic plan in 2020.18 One theme
was clear. The COVID-19 pandemic stimulated the Court to rapidly innovate and evolve:
As the saying goes: ‘Necessity is the mother of invention.’ The suspension of the Court’s
regular operations spurred the Court to redouble its efforts to shift away from being a paperbased organisation. … There will be no going back. Instead, the Court is getting used to a
new ‘normal,’ which is requiring much greater flexibility and adaptability than ever before.
These changes are enhancing access to justice by yielding earlier hearings, significantly
reduced legal costs and more streamlined procedures.19
i.

Increase access to justice and improve public service by becoming a more accessible
digital court

The Court set out to pursue two principal and related objectives to pursue over the next 5 years:
significantly increase access to justice and enhance the Court’s ability to serve the public across
Canada. It will achieve these objectives by “accelerating the Court’s shift away from being a paperbased organization, towards being a more accessible digital court”.20 Once complete, the shift will
18

Ibid.
Ibid at 2.
20
Ibid at 4. And the Court will build on the twin objectives and achievements of the 2014-2019 Strategic—i.e.,
improving access to justice and modernizing (Ibid at 5 [The Court achieved a number of successes—including,
rolling out a national digital recording system (DARS) that is integrated into the Court’s IT network; installing
19
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enable the public and media to electronically access non-confidential court records and nonconfidential portions of electronic hearings. Put simply, the Court is about to become a lot more
open.
The Court sees this shift as having the potential to better achieve its goals of being impartial,21
responsive,22 efficient,23 proportional,24 timely,25 innovative,26 consistent,27 equitable,28 diverse,29
accountable,30 predictable,31 and accessible.32 The Court also sees this shift as necessary to ensure
it keeps pace with society and parties’ expectations:
As the world in which the Court functions becomes increasingly digital, the Court will keep
pace. Parties … will be able to deal with the Court using the same types of technological
tools that they use in their dealings with each other. The same will be true for members of
the general public and the media.33
Easy electronic access to court materials is a key step for ensuring the Court meets parties and the
public’s expectations. It also enables the Court to ensure compliance with constitutionally
protected open court principles:
The principle of open and accessible court proceedings is inextricably tied to the rights
guaranteed in section 2(b) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms…. It is also
the foundation upon which the judicial process is scrutinized and criticized. Justice must
not only be done, it must also be seen to be done.
Accordingly, anyone seeking to limit the scope of court documentation that is accessible
to the public bears the burden of demonstrating two things: (i) that a confidentiality order
is necessary to prevent a serious risk to an important interest because reasonable alternative
measures will not prevent that risk, and (ii) the salutary effects of the order outweigh its
electronic courts across Canada; establishing an enhanced video conferencing system; adopting electronic
communication as the Court’s default communication mode; replaced the previous antiquated court and registry
management system with an innovated state-of-the-art system; launching more robust e-filed system; providing the
public with greater electronic access to Court records; and providing Court members with improved technological
tools].
21
Ibid at 9.
22
Ibid.
23
Ibid at 6, 9.
24
Ibid at 16.
25
Ibid at 17.
26
Ibid at 9.
27
Ibid at 18
28
Ibid at 9.
29
Ibid at 25.
30
Ibid at 25-26
31
Ibid at 24.
32
Ibid at 4, 9, 18, 19, 24.
33
Ibid at 9.
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deleterious effects, including on access to justice and on the public interest in open and
accessible court proceedings.
Currently, the legal community and members of the general public who want to obtain
copies of one or more documents that have been filed with the Court must physically travel
to the regional Registry office where the file is located or to the central Registry in Ottawa.
Then they must pay 40¢ per page for each document they wish to have copied. In addition,
costs are incurred by the Registry to send files to various locations for viewing and
photocopying by the public.
In 2020, this is unacceptable.5
We wholeheartedly agree. As Part II will discuss, courts across Canada should take measures to
move past antiquated and inefficient paper-based systems. They should embrace the efficiencies
of going digital and the opportunities it offers for increased accessibility, transparency, and
fairness.
That said, we also agree with the Court’s call for some caution because of potential privacy
concerns, especially in immigration and refugee matters. The Court has clearly recognized a
fundamental point: despite the benefits of open digital access, putting certain types of information
online brings increased risks. So the Court intends to proceed cautiously in three phases:34
1. To date, it is offering electronic access to all its public decisions, directions, and other
communications. And Federal Court judges are endeavouring to write those documents in
ways that do not include confidential information that later must be redacted.35
2. Soon, the Federal Court will provide electronic access to all parties’ and interveners’ nonconfidential legal submissions. Like with judges, it will encourage counsel and selfrepresented litigants to draft their submissions to exclude confidential information,
especially when they can confidentially annex it.36
3. Then, over the long term, the Federal Court will work with stakeholders to expand the
scope of its electronic access initiative to include evidence and other documentation.37
Special considerations, such as personal safety and privacy,38“may justify a more cautious
approach in making its files electronically accessible in certain limited types of cases …
34

Federal Court Strategic Plan, supra note 16 at 14.
Ibid at 15.
36
Ibid.
37
Ibid [“The Court will rely on “will work with interested stakeholders, including the immigration bar, refugee
organizations, the privacy law bar and members of the media law bar, to arrive at an appropriate approach to
increasing electronic access to its records, while protecting private or otherwise confidential information.”]
38
For example, the Federal Court notes these possible harms in immigration and refugee proceedings “information
that might identify a minor, breach privacy rights or reasonably expose an individual to a risk of persecution or harm
in his or her country of origin” (Ibid).
35
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[:] i) minors, (ii) refugee applicants, (iii) persons applying for immigration status, in certain
circumstances, and (iv) self-represented litigants.”39
ii.

Consultation has revealed divergent views on electronic access to court records

The Federal Court did not begin this shift without first undertaking pilot project tests or
consultation,40 key principles of user-centred design that we think other courts should embrace.41
In 2019, the Federal Court developed a pilot project for immigration proceedings in Toronto that
allowed any party to electronically file documents.42 And it engaged in public consultation from
2018-2021 that revealed divergent views on electronic access:




Some agree that anonymizing court records and decisions should be available from the
outset of proceedings. Others are concerned that too many anonymization requests could
compromise the open court principle.43
Many agree that online access to court documents poses a risk for sensitive information
being widely distributed online.44
Many are concerned about electronic access to court records in judicial reviews of refugee,
H&C, PRRA, and other risk-based cases.45

39

Ibid.
Ibid at 11.
41
See Jon Khan, “‘The Life of a Reserve’: How Might We Improve the Structure, Content, Accessibility, Length,
and Timeliness of Judicial Decisions” (LLM Thesis, University of Toronto, 2019) Part 4.
42
Federal Court, “Notice to the Parties and the Profession: Policy Project (Toronto Local Office Only): IMM EProcess (4 July 2019), online: <https://www.fct-cf.gc.ca/content/assets/pdf/base/IMM%20eprocess%20pilot%20Notice%20July%204-2019%20revision%20ENG%20FINAL.pdf>.
43
At one end of the spectrum, the Canadian Association of Refugee Lawyers suggested that originating Notice of
Applications should include anonymization requests so parties can maintain confidentiality at the start. One Federal
Court judge (Diner J.) agreed with such a proposal. But he also said anonymity must be balanced with the open
court principle. In other words, no blanket anonymity for all proceedings. At the other end of the spectrum, the
Federal Court Chief Justice (Crampton C.J.) noted the need to monitor anonymity requests. Otherwise, the open
court principle could face a real issue if a high percentage of Federal court decisions became anonymized (see
Federal Court, “Bench and Bar Liaison Committee (Citizenship, Immigration & Refugee Law) Minutes” (12 April
2018), online (pdf): <https://www.fct-cf.gc.ca/Content/assets/pdf/base/IMM%20Bar%20-%20April%20122018%20minutes%20FINAL%20ENG.PDF>; Federal Court, “Bench and Bar Liaison Committee (Citizenship,
Immigration & Refugee Law) Minutes” (4 June 2018), online (pdf): <https://www.fctcf.gc.ca/Content/assets/pdf/base/imm/IMM%20Bar%20Liaison%2004-june2018%20minutes%20draft%20v4%20(for%20circulation%20to%20Committee)%20ENG.pdf>.
44
The Federal Court Chief Justice, Legal Aid Ontario, and the Quebec Lawyers Association all noted potential risks
but agreement (see Federal Court, “Bench and Bar Liaison Committee (Citizenship, Immigration & Refugee Law)
Minutes” (9 May 2019), online (pdf): <https://www.fctcf.gc.ca/Content/assets/pdf/base/imm/IMM%20Bar%20Liaison%209-may2019%20minutes%20draft%20v4%20(for%20circulation%20and%20translation)%20ENG.pdf)>.
45
Federal Court, “Bench and Bar Liaison Committee (Citizenship, Immigration & Refugee Law) Minutes” (31 May
2019) at 2, online (pdf): <https://www.fct-cf.gc.ca/Content/assets/pdf/base/imm/IMM%20Bar%20Liaison%2031may- 2019%20minutes%20v4%20(for%20circulation%20to%20Committee)Eng.pdf>
40
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Fewer are concerned about online access for immigration and refugee court records for
judicial reviews of visa officer, express entry, and other non-risk decisions.46

In the Federal Court’s consultations, the CBA was invited to provide a submission.47 In response,
the CBA has called for a reverse onus approach to accessing many court records electronically or
in-person. It argues this new approach is necessary because the previous “‘practical obscurity’ of
paper-based records offers a form of privacy protection that will not exist with online access.”48
And it argues that Australia’s federal court offers an exemplary approach:






Australia provides online access to files and does not distinguish between electronic or
paper-based records. Access depends on the documents’ classification (non-restricted,
restricted, or confidential).49
Its docket search is like the Federal Court’s, and anyone can access it (or register with it to
track cases).50
Its online search portal contains non-restricted, restricted, and confidential documents.51
Parties and non-parties can create accounts, but only parties can view documents online.52
If non-parties want to access either restricted53 or non-restricted documents,54 they must
use the access form and pay a fee for access. But no rationale for access is required for
non-restricted documents. But a rationale is helpful (but again not required) when seeking
court leave to access restricted documents.55

Relying on Australia’s scheme and its overall views, the CBA makes eight recommendations:
1. Require online accounts and fees to access filed documents: Registration promotes
accountability and enhances security. All users should upload identification and their full
name and address when creating accounts. Non-parties should pay an access fee for

46

Ibid.
Federal Court, “Bench and Bar Liaison Committee (Citizenship, Immigration & Refugee Law) Minutes” (16
October 2019), online: <https://www.fct-cf.gc.ca/Content/assets/pdf/base/imm/IMM%20Bar%20Liaison%2016-oct2019%20minutes%20v5%20ENG%20%20(for%20circulation%20to%20Committee).pdf>.
48
Canadian Bar Association, “Access to Documents on Federal Court Website” (December 2019) at 2, online:
<https://www.cba.org/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=eed26a1c-5256-4c66-87d6-20c2c99afa84>.
49
Ibid.
50
Ibid.
51
Ibid at 3.
52
Ibid.
53
Ibid [documents not classified as non-restricted, including affidavits, exhibits, unsworn statements of evidence
and subpoena material; and documents a court has designated as "confidential" or prohibited from disclosure to the
type of requester in question].
54
Ibid [originating application or cross claim; notice of address for service; pleading or particulars of a pleading or
similar document; statement of agreed facts or an agreed statement of facts; interlocutory application; judgment or
an order of the Court; notice of appeal or cross appeal; notice of discontinuance; notice of change of lawyer; notice
of ceasing to act; reasons for judgment; and a transcript of a hearing heard in open court.]
55
Ibid.
47
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2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

documents. Such fees would offset registry officers’ time and may dissuade frivolous
requests. The Court should consider hierarchical access for media and non-lawyers.56
Open online access subject to limited exceptions: All court records should be accessible
online unless they are designated confidential, are immigration and refugee documents, or
matters involving minors.57
Putting the onus of protecting sensitive personal information on the Federal Court and
counsel: Counsel should consider the impact of online access when filing materials with
the court and take steps to protect clients’ privacy and confidentiality. The Court should
also be mindful of limiting personal information when preparing judgments and materials.
Litigants should be informed about the consequences of court records being online,
inherent risks, and steps needed to protect sensitive information.58
Special considerations in the immigration context: To reduce risk, the Federal Court should
use Australia’s classification system of non-restricted, restricted, and confidential.59 Nonparties would be allowed to view a list of documents in the court file and access nonrestricted documents on request.60 But they should not have access to restricted documents
unless they obtain court permission after providing an access rationale. 61 Requiring court
“permission to access these items would protect against the potential unlawful use of this
information overseas (e.g., foreign governments, agents of persecution in a refugee context,
fraudsters with financial and identity documents).”62 When examining access requests, the
Court could consider two factors: non-party identity and whether the rationale and declared
use are consistent with s. 2b of the Charter.63
Special consideration for minors: Information related to children requires special
protection even when it is anonymized. Restricted documents could include pleadings,
affidavits, exhibits, and other documents containing sensitive information.64
Data security: Rigorous security measures and storage on Canadian servers is imperative.
Data mining is a huge problem. Data security of court records and other privacy rights
should be equivalent to privacy legislation. The Court also needs to have an updated
privacy policy on its website with retention limits; mandatory breach recording and
reporting procedures; and appropriate technological safeguards to prevent unauthorized
access to circumventing of technological barriers. Finally, the Court should consult with

56

Ibid at 4.
Ibid at 5, 6-10.
58
Ibid at 5-6.
59
Even if this system is not used, the CBA still calls for certain documents never being online:
 no immigration files for interlocutory proceedings unless leave is granted (so only meritorious applications will
receive scrutiny);
 no in camera proceedings or pre-removal risk assessment or overseas vias applications for refugee or H&C
protected persons; and
 no certified tribal records (Ibid at 8-9).
60
The CBA proposes these documents should be classified: originating application (other than requests for
mandamus or applications containing extensions of time); notice of address for service; certificate of service and
notice of appearance; judgment, order, and direction of the Court; notice of discontinuance; notice of change of
lawyer; notice of ceasing to act; and reasons for judgment (Ibid at 6-7).
61
The CBA proposes these documents would be restricted (pleadings, affidavits, exhibits, and certified tribunal
records) (Ibid at 7).
62
Ibid at 7.
63
Ibid at 8.
64
Ibid at 9.
57
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the Office of the Privacy Commissioner on best practices for data security of online
records.65
7. Searchability: Documents should only be searchable through the Federal Court website.
Internet search engines or software designed for “bulk” online searching should not have
access to court files. The current search functionality on the Court websites should be
maintained (only allowing for searches by person’s last name, corporation name, ship
name, court file number, intellectual property name/number, and counsel of record). No
ability to search by details, phrase, or words should be provided.66
8. Pilot Project: Before full online access is provided, a pilot project should occur to evaluate
feasibility, effectiveness, and cost. It would also allow the Court to determine the extent
and type of non-party requests for immigration documents.67
The Canadian Media Lawyers Association also provided submissions. It applauded the Federal
Court’s efforts, but it strongly objected to CBA’s proposal. It cautioned the Court to “be wary of
fearmongering around how those technologies might be used as an excuse to place limits on the
open court principle.” 68 It argued the CBA’s proposal would frustrate transparency, and it raised
six main points in reply to the CBA’s recommendations:
1. Balancing exercises are not the starting point for open courts. Presumptive public and
media access are the starting point. The open court principle “does not seek to find an
equilibrium between competing interests….”69 Balancing exercises only arise if
restrictions are necessary to prevent serious risks to the administration of justice because
reasonably alternative measures will not prevent risks. The CBA’s calls to make balancing
the starting point improperly reverses the burden and open court presumption.70
2. Australia’s court record access policy cannot work in Canada. Australia’s open court
principles rely on the common law whereas Canada’s open court principles are
constitutionally guaranteed rights.71
3. Using pay-for-access models to discourage access to court files flies in the face of the open
court principle.72
4. Requiring applicants to show why they are interested in court material invites courts to
“engaged improperly in editorial decision making.”73
5. Restricting access to individuals present in Canada unduly limits individuals with
legitimate interests in Canadian court proceedings from accessing them.74

65

Ibid at 9-10.
Ibid at 10.
67
Ibid at 10.
68
Canadian Media Lawyers Association, “Re: Online Accessibility of Court File” (9 January 2020), on file with
authors.
69
Ibid at 2.
70
Ibid.
71
Ibid at 2-3
72
Ibid at 3.
73
Ibid at 3-4.
74
Ibid at 4.
66
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6. Instead of making certain records presumptively “restricted”, courts should remind parties
that filed documents are presumptively available to the public. And if parties want to
restrict access, they bear the burden.75
In our view, the CBA and CMLA positions are both untenable. The former too easily sacrifices
the open court principle in the name of privacy, and the latter fails to accommodate important
privacy interests, particularly in the immigration and refugee law setting. Even worse, neither
position meaningfully engages with a key issue: fair and equitable access to court materials in a
context of overwhelming power imbalances and information asymmetries. Before resorting to
either extreme position, our view is that options that simultaneously maximize privacy, openness,
and fairness must be explored.
2. Open Courts in Canada: It is Time to Realize Them More Fully
We are often told the open court principle is the “hallmark”76 of democratic society or that open
courts are “deeply embedded in the common law tradition.”77 But historically speaking, courts
were not so “open.”78 Unless you were able to get to the courtroom in person to see and hear what
was going on, UK courts in the 12th to 18th century were hardly open to you.
i.

You do not have to be in the courtroom for it to be partially open to you

Despite many ongoing transparency gaps, Canadian judges and courts in 2021 are far more
transparent than their historical colleagues. For example, for most of the common law history,
judges simply did not issue reasoned decisions in disputes.79 But now, many Canadian courts offer
published written reasons for decisions in many disputes or audio recordings of reasoned oral
decisions if they are not reported. This shift showcases how far Canada has come and the
importance of not regressing in openness, transparency, accountability, or fairness. In 2021, you
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Ibid at 4-6.
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Ibid at para 21.
78
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simply do not have to be in a Canadian courtroom for the courtroom to be at least partially open
to you.
But full transparency has yet to apply to all subject matters or courts. For example, in many
immigration and refugee law disputes, judges do not offer reasons. Decisions denying leave for
judicial review (which is required for most immigration and refugee law matters) typically do not
include reasons.80 And reasons are not always provided even in cases where leave has been granted
and the matter is decided on the merits.81 As we will discuss, this gap in reason-giving makes open
access to Federal Court files and records especially important in immigration and refugee
decisions.
The shift from historical opacity to more (but still not full) openness and transparency is partly tied
to constitutional rights to access many court records. Unlike the UK, which historically took a
more restricted approach, Canadian courts sought to foster broad access to court records.82 In
Canada, at least, open courts do not end when proceedings conclude, and access is not limited to
the courtroom or only to the final proceeding:83 “Access to exhibits is a corollary to the open court
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Sean Rehaag, “Judicial Review of Refugee Determinations: The Luck of the Draw” (2012) 38:1 Queens LJ 1 at 7,
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principle.”84 As a general matter, then, “the ‘open court’ principle applies … to all documents filed
with the courts.”85
Such open access is a basic tenet of Canada’s legal system.86 As the SCC recently noted in its 2021
decision in Canadian Broadcasting Corporation v. Manitoba, openness is necessary to “maintain
the legitimacy of the exercise of judicial power … by allowing the public to scrutinize this exercise
in service of ensuring that justice is being dispensed fairly … Public access to the court record
facilitates this scrutiny.”87 The open court principle is also central to democracy as the SCC
recently noted in another 2021 decision, Sherman Estate v. Donovan:
This Court has been resolute in recognizing that the open court principle is protected by
the constitutionally‑entrenched right of freedom of expression and, as such, it represents a
central feature of a liberal democracy. As a general rule, the public can attend hearings and
consult court files and the press — the eyes and ears of the public — is left free to inquire
and comment on the workings of the courts, all of which helps make the justice system fair
and accountable.”
Many have written about why open courts are necessary for democracy.88 But open courts and
open access are also fundamentally necessary for fairness. Part V will discuss this point further.
But here is one clear example for now. Historically, when commercial electronic legal publishing
84
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first became prominent, some lawyers (e.g., those with bigger pockets because they mostly
represent governments or well-financed institutions) had access to electronic databases with many
decisions and effective electronic tools to quickly find and navigate those decisions. Their
opponents (often representing marginalized people) had no such access. Instead, they had to either
use inferior search tools or manually go to libraries to look up and note up cases in dusty books.
Such access disparities to the legal materials necessary to form persuasive legal arguments were
clearly unfair.
Substantial investments have been made to support open access legal databases to attempt to
address that historical unfairness. Unfortunately, while these investments—particularly in
CanLII—have provided better access to caselaw, access continues to be unfair in many areas. And
we are concerned that this unfairness is getting worse.
As legal technology develops, lawyers who mainly do their legal research in CanLII are at risk of
becoming akin to lawyers who were forced to go to libraries while opposing lawyers accessed
electronic databases. Their opponents (who once again are often lawyers with bigger pockets
because they mostly represent governments or well-financed institutions) do not just rely on
CanLII. They increasingly use bespoke and off-the-shelf artificial intelligence and machine
learning tools, including: predictive analytics; large scale precedent databases and datasets,
including arguments, pleadings, etc.; and a host of other cutting-edge tools to support legal
research and form legal arguments. In other words, despite technology’s ability to level the playing
field, technology is also amplifying historic unfairness. As Part V notes, if responses to privacy
interests result in limited and asymmetrical access to court records and court files, this sort of
unfairness will be exacerbated.
ii.

Sustaining the status quo would compromise openness, transparency, and fairness

Some privacy advocates and scholars are skeptical about using technology to improve access.
Some argue that instead of using technology to improve democratic access, efforts should be made
to sustain the status quo with things like practical obscurity or the practical friction caused by court
access policies and court supervision. But sustaining the status quo is not compatible with open
courts and puts basic fairness at risk.
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In the status quo, access to legal data is surprisingly difficult in Canada. Currently, non-electronic
access to court records in most Canadian courts is not easy, truly open, or equitable. Because of
privacy considerations and arguably technological limitations, many courts require everyone to
request permission to access court files,89 much like the CBA is advocating for in the Federal
Court.
Such regimes are ironically privacy intrusive. If you want to access most Canadian courtrooms in
person or published judicial and tribunal decisions, you do so anonymously.90 But if you want to
access court records in many parts of Canada—even though you could have heard the same things
live—access looks different.91 Instead of anonymously viewing the court file, you must often
provide your name and the basis for wanting to observe what already occurred in open court. As
the CMLA suggested in its response to the CBA, such approaches effectively put a reverse-onus
de-facto publication ban on the court record (a point we will discuss more in a moment). Instead
of abiding by open court principles—where litigants have the onus to justify their court file being
closed until permission is provided—these regimes put the onus justifying access on anyone
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seeking access to court records. No legal principle we are aware of justifies flipping the initial onus
aside from vague invocations of courts’ supervisory jurisdiction.
As noted, the CBA is calling for a similar reliance on this reverse onus approach in the Federal
Court’s consultation for possible electronic immigration record access. The CBA is also clear that
if this historical reverse onus approach applies to electronic records, it should also apply to paper
ones. In other words, the CBA is calling to regress the Federal Court’s openness.92 But no new
technology or technological risk justifies bringing this approach to the Federal Court. Indeed, the
Federal Court has not previously supported such a reverse onus process to access its court files
(unless you wish to access to the audio recording of the proceeding).93 In contrast to many
Canadian s. 96 and appellate courts, documents filed in the Federal Court are presumptively
accessible without proceeding through an administrative supervisory process (unless documents
are subject to an order).94
This practice distinguishes the Federal Court from many of its superior court and appellate court
peers and makes it one of the more open Canadian courts.95 Considering the Federal Court’s role
92
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in reviewing government action, this level of access and transparency makes sense and should
remain. Further access should also be explored to ensure that everyone can observe judicial
oversight of federal actions—including, for example, further testing of virtual public access to
judicial review hearings.96
Whether the CBA’s recommendation would be constitutional is debatable. Constitutional
challenges to courts’ reverse onus access policies have hardly ever occurred.97 So judicial
commentary on this issue is limited. But the British Columbia Court of Appeal faced a
constitutional challenge to its access policy in the 2020 decision R. v. Moazami and held its reverse
onus access policy was constitutional. Instead of violating the requestors’ rights, the Court held
that BC’s four-step process for access is “a simple administrative mechanism that invokes the
court’s well established supervisory role over its own records”:98
1. Individuals seeking access fill out the Access Request Form and submit it.


Court of Queen’s Bench of Manitoba & Manitoba Court of Appeal, “Policy: Access to Court Records in
Manitoba”, online: <http://www.manitobacourts.mb.ca/site/assets/files/1129/access_policy_final.pdf>.
 Ontario Superior Court of Justice & Court of Appeal for Ontario record are hosted by the Ministry of the
Attorney General for Ontario, “Court Services Division Policies and Procedures on Public Access to Court
Files, Documents and Exhibits” (2019), online:
<https://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/courts/policies_and_procedures/public_access/public_acces
s_to_court_documents-EN.html>.
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Judiciary, “Guidelines Re: Media and Public Access to the Courts of Nova Scotia” (2019), online:
<https://www.courts.ns.ca/Media_Information/documents/FINAL_Media_Access_Guidelines_04_01_19.pdf>.
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 Court of Appeal of Newfoundland and Labrador post no general information online. But they do have regimes
for accessing materials under publication bans and copies of sound recording (see Court of Appeal of
Newfoundland and Labrador, “Access to Proceedings and Documents”, online:
<https://www.court.nl.ca/appeal/access-to-proceedings-and-documents/>.
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2. Acting on the Chief Justice’s behalf, the Registrar asks parties for positions on access.
3. If parties cannot resolve access at this informal stage, a hearing before a judge can occur.
4. If parties still cannot resolve access, the parties opposing access would bring a formal
application, and the court would make a final determination on access rights.99
The Court went on to suggest this process is akin to processes in other provincial superior courts
and courts of appeal that have issued access policies.100And it rejected an argument like the one
we just presented—i.e., its access policy is not like a de facto sealing order. Instead, it held that
“unfettered public access to court records is not the promise of the open court principle. That access
is subject to supervision by the court.”101 So, if the BC Court of Appeal is right on this point, courts
can establish access processes through which “Charter rights are exercised and the interests
competing with openness are properly weighed in a judicial determination.”102
We agree that competing interests need to be weighed. But the equating of an administrative
supervisory process to access materials filed in open court falls short.103 The Access Policy is not
merely a simple procedural administrative mechanism. As mentioned, it exposes everyone seeking
access to a supervisory process they would not be subjected to if they wanted to anonymously
walk into almost any Canadian courtroom.104 If the distinction is live vs. recorded evidence, the
distinction falls short. As Part III will discuss, if the material is too sensitive to be physically
reviewed (and if it is that sensitivity that justifies the administrative process for access to court
records), then it is also too sensitive to come out in open court or to be in an open court file in the
first place (and a publication ban should have already attached).

iii.

The technological revolution is changing what is required for adequate judicial
transparency

This brings us to why the CBA’s position and others like it are misplaced. The constitutional right
to access open courts and their records should not be lessened because we now have better
technology. Accessing records is corollary to accessing proceedings—not subsidiary to them.
99
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Courts must do everything to ensure this reality while also promoting privacy and ensuring
fairness. As David Ardia notes, courts are “the most insular branch of … government, and public
access provides an important source of information to citizens to understand how the government
exercises power across a broad range of societal activities.”105 The constitutional requirement of
open courts should motivate all courts to do what the Federal Court is considering: use technology
to bring about a fuller realization of the open court principle. Notwithstanding its current views,
the CBA’s prior comments on this issue in 2004 aptly capture this point and were prescient:
Electronic access to court records may be a controversial and developing issue, but
information now publicly accessible through the paper medium should not become less so
as a result of the development of policy and regulations affecting electronic access. It would
be ironic indeed, and likely unconstitutional, if proposed changes resulted in a system less
transparent than that we have now.106
The technological revolution that courts are now finally starting to participate in should not reduce
transparency or access. Nor should it further erode the limited privacy individuals already
experience in Canadian courts. Instead, technological developments should encourage us to revisit
“what is required for adequate judicial transparency….”107 Concepts like practical obscurity and
other dated practices like BC’s reverse onus Access Policy or the CBA’s suggestions to the Federal
Court are insufficient to provide adequate transparency, fairness, or accountability. While BC’s
policy (and presumably others like it) works with some administrative efficiency108 and the balance
generally tilts in favour of those who request access (over a five-year period, 69% access to all
requested records; 27% to some requested records; 0% for no access to requested records, and 4%
for no record of outcomes),109 better solutions and mechanisms are possible with technology and
improved processes.
3.

Privacy and Court Documents: Practical Obscurity Never Was a Good Solution
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Practical obscurity was never a good way to protect litigants’ privacy. Effectively, practical
obscurity relies on people being lazy, lacking time, or lacking money.110
The BC Access Policy we just discussed is somewhat related here. It injects what practical
obscurity advocates call “friction” into the access process. Baked into the idea of practical
obscurity or practical friction is the idea that individuals remain lazy; that they will lack the time
or money to proceed through the access process; or that they will not even discover the access
process and subsequently not access records and their information.111 But academics, scholars,
advocates, and activists should welcome increased attention about what goes on in courts.112 In
many ways, what open courts can bring is better participation in Canada’s democracy and better
accountability for our courts and judges.113
As Parts III and IV suggest, more upstream solutions could achieve the goals of privacy and access
with minimal compromise to privacy. Current calls for continued practical obscurity and practical
friction overlook comprehensive targeted upstream mechanisms to protect privacy and open
access. If privacy and potential threats are truly as severe as some fear (of course, some are), courts
can do far better than practical obscurity or practical friction.114 There are at least six flaws or
weaknesses in using practical obscurity or practical friction to protect privacy.115
i.

Some of the logic, doctrine, and promise underlying practical obscurity and practical
friction appear tenuous and unsound
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In terms of logic, if one, ten, or fifty people can anonymously watch a court proceeding and hear
about and see filed material in court records, it is not clear why a problem should arise when more
people want to view the records outside the courtroom, including electronically.116 If the
information is too sensitive for one million people, then the information should be too sensitive
for the one, ten or fifty people in the courtroom.117 As one U.S. Court noted, “it would be an odd
result indeed were we to declare that our courtrooms must be open, but that … [records of what
occurred there] may be closed, for what exists of the right of access if it extends only to those who
can squeeze through the door.”118
In terms of doctrine, advocates and scholars who reach to practical obscurity seem to ignore or
downplay the importance of overall systemic accountability and ways in which their proposed
approaches entrench unfairness. To be clear, we disagree with the notion that individuals must
sacrifice their privacy to access Canadian courts.119 But courts are not a private place.120 Ensuring
openness in individual cases provides accountability that encourages better individual and overall
outcomes. If individual privacy is the focal point, overall systemic accountability may be
undermined. Beyond systemic accountability, broader systemic efficiency, improvement, and
fairness would also suffer,121 including hampering the development of tools that improve lawyers’
and judges’ work.122 Such tools could benefit the overall system and improve fairness in the legal
system. As others have noted, “courts are among the most information-rich institutions in
society.”123 Yet Canada has a massive legal data deficit.124 Unlocking the information in court
records could unlock far more understanding about our legal system and ways to improve it,
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including in the refugee and immigration sector where existing research suggests that non-citizens
experience radical unfairness.125
In terms of promise, the practical obscurity doctrine has never actually promised to keep
individuals’ information private. Rather, it just promised individuals the expectation that their
documents and records will likely remain relatively obscure.126 In other words, practical obscurity
and practical friction is not a tailored or targeted privacy solution. Instead, they are blunt tools that
rely on inefficiency to protect some of the most personal and sensitive details of peoples’ lives.
ii.

Personal information in paper format can instantly be transformed into electronic form
and widely distributed

In many ways, the difference between electronic and print records is overhyped. If governments
or courts do not distribute or publish printed documents, other entities can and will. As the British
Columbia Information and Privacy Commissioner noted quite some time ago, “The ease of paperto-electronic transformation suggests that the practical obscurity that is often considered to be a
feature of paper records is less meaningful than many observers have contended.”127

iii.

Practical obscurity and practical friction promote inequitable, uneven access

The approach the CBA is requesting the Federal Court to implement would keep some court
documents obscure from people it deems less trustworthy presumably because they lack ethics
codes—e.g., non-lawyers and non-media. So non-party lawyers, for example, would have greater
access than that the rest of the public.128 Put another way, “practical obscurity doesn’t protect
privacy as much as it protects privileged access.”129 In contrast, electronic access to court records
“makes it possible for the benefits of court transparency to be widely dispersed through society.”130
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Canada already has inequitable access to court documents, especially judicial decisions where
corporate monopolies have accumulated incredible detail about Canada’s legal system.131 And the
approach in many Canadian courts simply excludes everyone who cannot physically attend court
or easily access paper-based documents. David Lepofsky aptly summarizes this point:
the term ‘access’ in the disability context tends to conjure up only issues of physical access
to facilities…. [But] the term ‘access’ for persons with disabilities has come to take on a
far broader connotation. It refers to the opportunity both to enter a facility and to make full
and equal use of that facility, free from arbitrary barriers, whether physical, administrative,
organizational, attitudinal or otherwise.132
iv.

Practical friction and practical obscurity advocates often rely on unsubstantiated fears

Jurisprudence about limitations to the open court principle, including constitutional jurisprudence,
is clear. Courts should only issue limitations based on “thorough convincing evidence” 133—not
on supposition. Often, Canadian scholars rely on U.S. examples, one-off cases where something
egregious or untoward occurred, or vague guesses (like people will stop accessing courts if
materials are online) to argue against broader electronic access.134 But generalizing from a handful
of examples to preclude access is a flawed evidentiary and methodological approach, especially
because abuse has also occurred with paper records.
v.

Practical obscurity or practical friction does not keep sensitive information that is often
extraneous to the dispute out of the court file

Here, we fully agree with many privacy scholars and advocates who call for far less personal
information in judicial decisions and for full anonymization of party and witness names unless a
compelling reason exists for naming them.135 But even beyond anonymization and de-
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identification (which are not perfect solutions),136 much of the information and evidence that is
filed in court is never relied on by parties or is irrelevant to the final dispute.137
Perhaps because lawyers do not know what evidence is truly required or meaningful, they tend to
include more evidence than necessary. Other times, lawyers seem to be throwing everything but
the kitchen sink at courts. Judges then do not have the time to go back and carefully edit decisions
(based on their notes) to remove extraneous information, and parties cannot cull the court file for
information they filed but did not use.138 This trend has proliferated over the last forty years as the
increasing length of trials and judicial decisions suggests.139 Ironically, however, useful
information (e.g., for systemic analysis) is also often missing from court decisions and files—e.g.,
socioeconomic data, etc. If the kitchen sink information never made it into the court file to begin
with, privacy risks would immediately diminish. As D.R. Jones notes, “not placing personal
information in public records eliminates late inappropriate exposure… Many courts have not
considered the need to rethink the nature and purpose of filings.”140
If lawyers were more targeted in their materials, everyone could benefit. Time could be saved.
Privacy could be better protected. Efficiency and fairness could increase.
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4.

Technological Developments: Opportunities and Challenges to Improve Privacy &
Open Courts

A better appreciation of the technological opportunities and challenges to improve privacy and
open courts is a better alternative to maintaining the status quo or introducing friction to attain
practical obscurity. Instead of relying on flawed, dated historical concepts and solutions, the
Federal Court should examine how to better protect privacy, enhance fairness, and maintain
openness through technology.
The idea that privacy must be balanced against accountability creates a false binary where privacy
is pitted against openness.141 Such framings seem to suggest that technology is inherently privacyinvading rather than privacy promoting.142 Shedding this technologically deterministic binary is
fundamental to improving privacy and open courts.143
Other disciplines have already faced many of the issues the legal community is facing. For
example, the medical and scientific communities have sought to understand how to improve
privacy and data-driven solutions based on systemic records.144 While we do not propose to
compare all the various overlaps between court and medical records, many exist.145 And medicine
has already recognized the vital importance of using technology and a broad set of patient records
to improve individual and systemic outcomes.146 But medicine has faced many of the same
challenges that courts and lawyers do. Because of flaws in how medical records were originally
built and implemented, they are often clunky, unwieldy, not useful, and not privacy promoting.
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The same is true about most legal records. Yet medical records and court records often contain
troves of information that researchers and administrators can employ to improve outcomes.
Medical records and medical record systems (again, like court records and court systems) are often
labelled as failures or not useful because system end users and research potential were often
ignored in the process through which the records’ and systems’ were developed.147 Efforts have
been made to improve medical records, including issuing design challenges to multidisciplinary
teams to transform medical records to something more digestible and easier to use.148 The same
could be done in Canada’s courts. While such a challenge might be outside the scope of the Federal
Court’s plan, innovation around court records is being explored in other jurisdictions—e.g., to
make them more user-friendly for self-represented litigants.149
Redesigning court records holds a great deal of promise. If record-keeping systems were properly
designed, records and documents could be automatically tagged as structured data (e.g., by using
XML standards or some other markup language). In this somewhat lengthy quote, Gregory
Silverman explains how electronic documents provide a more comprehensive way of accessing
and protecting the information in court documents:
By tagging all the information contained in a court document, it is possible to dispense
with documents altogether-through dissolving them into structured information. After all,
a document is only a particular view of the information that it contains. Rather than being
restricted to one particular view of that data, using structured information one could select
or create a view of the data optimized for the task to which that data is relevant. Imagine,
for example, being able to display simultaneously the conflicting factual claims contained
in a plaintiffs complaint and a defendant's answer, or an argument and its critique culled
from one side's memorandum in support of a motion and the other side's memorandum in
opposition. Such tailored views of case data as well as traditional documentary views could
147
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easily be created if we filed structured information with the courts rather than documentselectronic or paper.150
The promise for privacy is also good. If information is properly tagged, then courts and lawyers
could protect sensitive information far better than we currently do.151 Researchers and court
officials could see how this properly tagged information travels through the litigation process and
how it was used. Our intuition is that such an information journey for court documents may show
that much of the material parties submit never gets relied on or examined. That information often
contains troves of personal, sensitive, and at times, harmful information. But if no one ever uses
it, instead of adding a layer of privacy protections on a regime that promotes filing irrelevant,
sensitive information, why not reform the upstream intake of that information to better bring about
the full promise of open courts while also enhancing privacy?
Regardless of what the Federal Court decides to do on an overall record-keeping basis, the current
discourse and submissions surrounding access to court records and privacy risks need to become
far more nuanced and comprehensive in Canada. While the Canadian Judicial Council—
specifically its Judges Technology Advisory Committee—has sporadically worked on these issues
and offered guidance, the approach appears to fall short.152
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To truly understand the opportunities and challenges of using more technology in the court system,
a more comprehensive framework is needed, such as the one proposed by Altman et al.153 They
advocate for more specificity in the privacy and access discussion. Instead of just lumping privacy
into risks or challenges, they propose a more detailed catalogue and framework of privacy
controls,154 privacy threats,155 privacy harms,156 privacy vulnerability,157 and utility.158 Instead of
looking at the issue in isolation or at specific points in time, they argue for more lifecycle analysis
and protection of data, including collection,159 transformation,160 retention,161 access/release,162
and post access.163
Appendix A includes a table from Altman et al. laying out an example categorization of privacy
controls and interventions. Others, like David Ardia and Ann Klinefelter, have empirically
reviewed existing U.S. court records to identify categories of sensitive information, actual
examples of them, and where they are most likely to appear (in other words, they have identified
with some specificity where the privacy risks are the greatest vs. just guessing).164 Such
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information could easily be folded into a framework like Altman et al.’s for testing in Canadian
courts, including the Federal Court.
Based on the above, there are at least three problems with the current Canadian debates and
guidelines on privacy risks and the open court principle in light of technological developments:
1. The discussion has rarely been as technical or specific as necessary. While some excellent
work has occurred, this issue requires more than just a few academics and comments from
jurists hypothesizing or surmising about potential worse case outcomes. Instead, the
conversation needs to be about precise threats and controls throughout the data’s lifecycle.
As Altman et al. note, we have a far way to go in terms of aligning privacy concerns with
technological advances.165
2. Pilot projects must be more iterative and deliberative. Instead of surmising worst case
outcomes, the Federal Court should try to clearly identify modern threats and controls. For
example, if the Federal Court decided to avail modern anonymization techniques, it could
try to replicate previous re-identification efforts.166 Put another way, it could do what techexperts call red-teaming where system designers try to break or invade the security
mechanism they created.
3. The set of voices in the conversation to date has been narrow.167 Protecting privacy from a
technological perspective cannot be limited to the same historic voices. More diversity
from the legal and technological community is imperative, especially as it applies to
equitable, democratic access to courts and their records.
These three points are not meant to disparage or suggest that the Canadian Judicial Council or
individual court work was flawed.168 We recognize that courts are consistently underfunded and
that administrative practices may limit their ability to do more.169
But we suggest that the Federal Court’s Strategic Plan and Consultation are currently operating in
a bit of a vacuum. The Canadian discussion on these issues is not yet rich, especially as it applies
165
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to modern technical solutions. But the U.S. discussion is quite rich, including as mentioned, areas
where problems most frequently occur.170 The United States Federal Court has been providing
electronic access for almost over two decades, and many state courts have grappled with similar
challenges in that period. While consultation with affected stakeholders matters, learning from
U.S. and other international practices (including successes and failures) is also imperative. Either
way, David Ardia’s comments about the U.S. context apply with equal force here: our “current
framework for dealing with sensitive information in court records is broken.”171 We suggest a
better appreciation of technologies’ potential could point to new and better ways to resolve access
and privacy concerns.
5.

The Immigration and Refugee Law Context

Immigration and refugee law court proceedings are a particularly challenging context when it
comes to protecting privacy, respecting the open court principle, and ensuring fairness in access
to court materials.

i.

The privacy challenges are real and significant

One of the main challenges relates to the seriousness of the privacy interests that may arise in court
materials in this area. For example, many court decisions and court files involving refugee claims,
pre-removal risk assessments, or humanitarian and compassionate applications for permanent
residence contain incredibly personal information. Examples of highly personal information
include: sexual orientation; HIV status and other stigmatized medical conditions; political views;
religious views; experiences of sexual violence; experiences of intimate partner violence; and the
like. This sensitive information may bring court decisions and documents into the exception to the
170
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constitutional guarantee of open courts. The SCC recently articulated that exception and held that
information could be excluded from open access if it involves “core aspects of individuals’
personal lives that bear on their dignity” such that “because of its highly sensitive character, its
dissemination would occasion an affront to [an individual’s] dignity.”172
Disclosure of information in immigration and refugee law proceedings may also create risks to
physical safety. For example, court decisions or documents about refugee claims involving
political dissidents may directly or indirectly disclose information about identifiable third parties
(family members, friends, colleagues). Authorities in the claimant’s country of origin may use that
information to target them. Authorities may also use similar information against a party if the
individual returns to their country of origin. The availability of this information might pose such
serious risks to the individual that its availability could ground a sur place refugee claim.
More generally, immigration and refugee law proceedings often involve materials that could
facilitate identity theft, such as dates of birth, places of residence, reproductions of identity
documents, etc. Data aggregators could also use this information for any number of difficult to
foresee commercial purposes.
Many of these risks are not new and are not restricted to the question of whether the Federal Court
should provide increased electronic access to court materials. In 2012, for example, the Canadian
Council for Refugees passed the following resolution:
Whereas:
1. Proceedings at the IRB involving refugees and refugee claimants are held in private by
operation of law;
2. Disclosure of information regarding refugees can place applicants, their family
members and associates at risk;
3. The information contained in judicial review records routinely includes protected
private information;
Therefore be it resolved:
that the CCR call on the Federal Court to adopt a practice of identifying refugee claimants by
initials only and to take other appropriate measures to preserve confidentiality of private
information for applicants seeking leave for judicial review of all immigration matters
172
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concerning risk to persons, including decisions by the Refugee Protection Division, Refugee
Appeal Decision, the Immigration Division, and Minister’s delegates.173
While many of the risks are not new, some could be amplified if the Federal Court makes additional
court materials available online—particularly if the additional information is systematically
collected by search indexes, data aggregators, or foreign governments. At the same time, however,
as we will now discuss, many aspects of the immigration and refugee law setting make it
particularly important for the Court to provide increased access to decisions and materials.
ii.

The power imbalances in immigration and refugee adjudication are extraordinary

One key factor that separates immigration and refugee law from other legal areas is its
extraordinary power imbalances. In immigration and refugee law cases, non-citizens who
frequently experience marginalization along multiple vectors (e.g., status, race, class, disability,
etc.) are confronted by the Federal government’s overwhelming power and resources. In this area,
the government






sets and frequently changes the rules for initial immigration and refugee law decisionmaking (and gives itself lots of discretion in that decision-making);
sets the rules for how courts will exercise oversight over that decision-making (and has
established more procedural constraints on the exercise of that oversight than in other areas
of law);
decides whether the Court receives adequate resources to exercise oversight (and generally
does not provide sufficient resources);
decides how much funding to provide for legal aid for non-citizens and how much funding
to provide to their own lawyers; and
appoints the judges who exercise oversight and decides which of those judges are appointed
to the appellate level.

While the Federal Court has taken many measures to try to create fair processes despite these
power imbalances—including at times by reaching to constitutional norms—any changes to Court
policies and practices must remain sensitive to this context.
One of the most pernicious power imbalances in this area involves information asymmetries.
Because the government is a party in all immigration and refugee law proceedings, the Department
of Justice has access to all the court materials in all immigration and refugee law cases. By contrast,
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lawyers and advocates for non-citizens, researchers, and the media mostly rely on information that
the Court makes available online (directly or through third-party publishers). Where information
is not available online, individuals can exercise their constitutional right under the open court
principle to access court records. However, that right currently runs through an inconvenient and
inaccessible paper-based process: it typically involves fees per page, one generally needs to know
about the information in the first place to know what information to seek out, and the resulting
paper-based information is not in a format that is accessible to those who rely on assistive
technologies.
One way to see this problem at work is to consider stay applications. Until recently, Federal Court
stays of removal decisions generally took the form of unpublished orders. The immigration law
bar has long complained that Department of Justice lawyers regularly pointed to unpublished Court
orders that denied stays in analogous circumstances when arguing stay motions. This reality was
problematic. Department of Justice lawyers had access to all stay orders and could choose which
orders to bring to the Court’s attention. In contrast, lawyers for non-citizens subject to removal
had no ability to search for stay decisions that supported their positions. For one side in litigation
to have easy access to all the relevant case law while the other side does not is manifestly unfair.
The Court recognized this unfairness and now provides stay of removal decisions to CanLII for
publication to correct the information asymmetry. Along similar lines, the Court has recently
moved towards publishing all decisions on the merits so that everyone has access to all the
decisions.174
Despite these efforts, information asymmetries persist and are appearing in new forms. The
Department of Justice has, for example, recently explored opportunities to leverage artificial
intelligence technologies to assist with their litigation strategies.175 Building such technologies
requires bulk access to materials. But the Federal Court does not make bulk access to decisions
conveniently available on its website (and third-party publishers, including CanLII, all prohibit
bulk access). Moreover, the Department of Justice has access to all records that are part of all case
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files. The Department of Justice obviously has access to materials that they themselves created
(i.e., pleadings in all their cases). But they also have information in case files generated by noncitizen parties, by the Immigration and Refugee Board, and by the Court. Much of that information
is likely in formats that are currently inconvenient for artificial intelligence technologies. But as
the Court moves increasingly to electronic records, these documents will be increasingly amenable
to similar artificial intelligence technologies. The Department of Justice may be able to leverage
all this data to create technologies that assist them in their work. Yet lawyers for non-citizens lack
the data needed to create similar competing technologies. The direct result will be to further
enhance power imbalances and to undermine the fairness of the process.
Put simply, limits on access to court materials in the immigration and refugee law context are
inevitably asymmetrical. One party—the government—will always have access. The question is
whether the Court will level the playing field by allowing other parties, researchers, the media,
and others similar access.
This question of fair access to court materials is especially important for bulk access. While the
Federal Court’s website does not facilitate bulk access, the website’s terms of reference currently
do not prohibit scraping, at least for the purposes of non-commercial reproduction. This reality has
allowed researchers—including RLL researchers—to amass full datasets of Federal Court
decisions and online dockets. However, changes to the terms of service to prohibit scraping—
without providing other means of bulk access—would result in only the government and thirdparty publishers having bulk access. If that outcome occurs, both the government and third-party
publishers will no doubt leverage their privileged access to advance their interests.
In that context, two key points arise: First, the Court should recognize that, at least in the
immigration and refugee law field, it exercises oversight of government decision-making that
involves both power imbalances and information asymmetries. Whatever measures the Court takes
to protect the important privacy interests at play in this area should not exacerbate those
imbalances. In other words, the issue is not just balancing individual privacy against constitutional
imperatives related to the open court principle. The Court should also consider how its policies in
this area can enhance the fairness of its own processes—especially in a world where litigation will
increasingly be informed by data and technology. Second, the Court should be mindful of how
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access to court materials might enhance the quality of counsel, which itself is a key element of
fairness. Making pleadings more easily available would allow researchers and regulators to
examine more closely (and in a timelier way) problematic patterns in the quality of counsel. Easy
access to pleadings in many files would also help lawyers new to the area prepare strong materials
by drawing on precedents. Making pleadings available in bulk may also allow for the development
of technologies that would identify ghost counsel. Using machine learning technologies, it may
also be possible to develop tools that can reduce the amount of time required by lawyers to prepare
pleadings or to help improve those pleadings.
In thinking about the impact of electronic access to court records in light of these two points, we
encourage the Federal Court to distinguish between commercial and non-commercial access. We
recognize the very real concerns about commercial data miners accessing Federal Court materials
in bulk. But the Court has also benefited scholarly research involving court records. The Court
should ensure that measures taken to enhance privacy do not unduly prevent academic researchers
from accessing full datasets of decisions and full datasets of online court dockets. And the Court
should explore opportunities to provide academic researchers access to bulk datasets of other
documents—perhaps subject to data sharing agreements with appropriate privacy and data security
protections. This point is particularly important for areas of decision-making that are the least
transparent, i.e., where one cannot understand decision-making by looking at reasons for decisions
because there are no written reasons. Thus, for example, researcher access should be available in
cases where leave was denied.
Finally, we agree with the Court’s decision to proceed more cautiously with immigration and
refugee law cases than with other cases—essentially to try out the system with cases that are less
sensitive to begin with.176 However, we think that the aim should be to move towards more access
in the immigration and refugee law court materials within a reasonable timeframe. With sufficient
notice, judges, parties and the Immigration and Refugee Board can adjust their practices in
anticipation that materials are likely to be publicly available. With sufficient notice, other
protections (including replacing the names of parties with initials) can be adopted. With sufficient
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notice, lawyers for non-citizens can take other proactive measures, including seeking
confidentiality orders, where appropriate. In our view, proceeding cautiously but with the
expectation of eventually moving to increased access to enhance fairness is the right approach.
6. Concluding Recommendations
We fully support the Federal Court’s efforts, as described in its most recent Strategic Plan, to
demonstrate leadership in Canada’s judicial system by becoming a more accessible digital court,
including making more court materials available online. And we commend the Court on consulting
with stakeholders and learning lessons from pilot projects as it pursues this objective.
In considering stakeholder feedback and lessons from pilot projects, the Court should examine the
privacy interests, the jurisprudence relating to the open court principle, and the need to ensure
equitable access to court materials to maintain the fairness of the system (particularly in light of
potential asymmetrical access to emerging technologies that draw on these materials). In
conducting that analysis, we provide these guiding recommendations:
1. Due to the significant privacy interests in immigration and refugee procedures, we agree
with the Court’s decision to focus its initial pilot projects on other areas of law as it tests
mechanisms to provide greater online access. However, the Court should articulate an
anticipated timeline for when online access to non-confidential materials in immigration
and refugee procedures will be available.
2. Key documents that the Court should prioritize for online availability include: all courtproduced materials (decisions, orders, court dockets, etc.); originating applications;
pleadings; and underlying decisions. Consultations with stakeholders should be undertaken
about access to other materials. In cases where leave is denied, access to pleadings and
underlying decisions is imperative. Without access to these documents, the decisionmaking process is entirely non-transparent.
3. The Court, the Immigration and Refugee Board, IRCC, CBSA, Department of Justice, and
immigration lawyers should use the time between now and when the materials are expected
to become available to shift their general practices. They can do more to enhance privacy
interests in anticipation that more of the documents they produce will become available
more easily.
4. In the meantime, existing availability of court materials should be fully maintained,
including the ability to access paper documents. The Court should also maintain its current
permissive website terms of use that do not prohibit bulk access to court decisions and
online court dockets and that allow for reproduction of these materials for non-commercial
use.
5. On a go-forward basis, the Court should pursue further de-identification of materials in
immigration and refugee proceedings. It should start with published decisions and online
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court dockets and then move to other key documents. In doing so, the Court should embrace
the Canadian Council for Refugees call to replace the names of parties with initials. The
policy aim would not be to prevent all possible subsequent deanonymization, but to
mitigate some of the privacy concerns. To maintain transparency in the rare cases where
the media or other public interest necessitate knowing a party’s identity, a mechanism to
de-anonymize should be available. For example, the requesting party could file a motion
with notice being provided to the original parties. The original parties should have the onus
to demonstrate that they meet conditions for confidentiality set out in the case law (i.e., a
presumption of openness in the absence of a confidentiality order).
6. Judges should prepare decisions in ways that minimize unnecessary disclosure of private
information, including avoiding using party or third-party names and other identifying
details.
7. The Immigration and Refugee Board should reconsider how it prepares records in
anticipation that they will be increasingly publicly available.
8. Lawyers, both for parties and for the government, should be encouraged to minimize the
unnecessary disclosure of private information in their materials, and they should prioritize
carefully scrutinizing materials that are expected to be publicly available. Where
appropriate, lawyers should consider pursuing confidentiality orders.
9. The Court should prepare plain language materials advising unrepresented parties that
materials they file are part of the public record and may be available online. And it should
offer advice on how the materials can be redacted or on how confidentiality orders can be
sought to reduce privacy risks.
10. The Court, the Immigration and Refugee Board, and legal aid programs should explore
opportunities to use technology to assist with de-identifying materials—including using
natural language processing (e.g., automated redaction using named entity recognition). If
this technology proves effective, the Court should consider using the technology to deidentify past published decisions and work with online publishers to do the same. The Court
should also explore other technological solutions (e.g., removing styles of cause and party
names from online court dockets in immigration and refugee proceedings is
straightforward).
11. The Court should work with stakeholders (including lawyers, IRB, IRCC, CBSA) to ensure
that materials filed online are truly electronic and machine-readable rather than PDFs. This
practice will enhance accessibility for users that rely on assistive technologies, and it will
facilitate further uses of the materials. Organizations that advocate for universal design and
increased accessibility for people with disabilities should be proactively consulted.
12. The Court should develop consistent meta-data for online materials to facilitate internal
and external research that can enhance transparency, fairness, privacy, and efficiency in
the judicial system. For example, if the Court never examines particular materials, practices
can be changed to reduce the frequency with which those materials are filed, which will,
in turn, increase both efficiency and privacy.
13. The Court should develop policies that facilitate bulk access to materials for noncommercial research purposes, possibly subject to data sharing agreements.
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14. Fees should not be imposed for accessing court materials. Existing fees are only justifiable
because copying imposes costs on the Court, and members of the public can avoid these
costs by examining the materials in person. No similar justification applies to electronic
documents. If any fees are to be applied for accessing online materials, they should be
minimal. They should also be structured in a way that is similar to Access to Information
Requests: a nominal fee for the request (e.g., $5), followed by further fees only if direct
labour or reproduction costs arise from that specific request. In other words, the fees should
not be on a per page, per record, or per file basis. More generally, fees should not be used
to reintroduce “friction” in order to maintain practical obscurity. If the Court wishes to
limit access to materials, they should not choose a mechanism that allocates access based
on money (particularly for access to large numbers of records). Doing so would only
amplify inequitable access to court materials (e.g., commercial legal publishers or legal
tech companies that can afford to access large numbers of files, whereas academic
researchers would not).
We look forward to the Federal Court’s next steps.
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